10 Manufacturing priorities for COVID-19 and beyond

Staying connected for business continuity

AT&T Business is having ongoing conversations with leading manufacturers. These are the top technology priorities we’re hearing from many of them as they seek to stay connected, communicate and collaborate, and protect and manage data.

Enable remote workers

- **Contact center solutions**: Responsive communication and crisis-management channels to help improve the omnichannel customer experience and streamline remote operations and supply chains.
- **Remote network access**: Class of Service (CoS) and geographic diversity VPN via broadband or mobile to help enable resilient, highly-secure access for remote teams.
- **FirstNet®**: Priority access for first responders and key personnel that support them to the FirstNet dedicated network and communications tools for public safety.
- **Scalable collaboration tools**: Flexible infrastructure that can help minimize strain on corporate and cloud resources for highly secure meetings, instant messaging, and file sharing.
- **Fiber to the home**: Enhanced speed and reliability options for work-from-home employees to interact with critical business applications.

Connected factory

- **Network agility**: Software-defined flexibility to adjust internet, ethernet, and MPLS access and performance in response to changing market conditions.
- **Factory floor 5G**: Just-in-time manufacturing and delivery capabilities with 5G mobility solutions for faster connections and lower latency.
- **Video intelligence**: Video-enabled sensors to help monitor shop worker safety, production line quality, and worker productivity.
- **Home-based training**: Augmented and virtual reality apps that can deliver essential training at home via 5G for increased efficiency, compliance, and reduced risk.
- **Fraud and data protection**: Device-agnostic, integrated cybersecurity that can help protect remote workers from threats as they access cloud and on-premises apps.

Connect with your AT&T representative or view our Business continuity resources to help your business respond to and recover from disruptive events.